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In Piccadilly
As On Broadway

TED LEWIS AND HIS FAMOUS BAND brought the latest Broadway hits to London this summer and scored a thrilling success as headliners of the Piccadilly Revue. Last spring they broke records on the Carnegie Hall circuit and this fall open at the Palace Club, New York. Lewis and his players are among the original members of modern American music, Lewis himself being one of the most skilled and dexterous of all saxophonists. Significantly, they all use Conn and Lewis will tell you that many of his most striking effects would be impossible except on a Conn.

BARNEY RAPP AND HIS ORCHESTRA are known wherever popular music is enjoyed through their recordings for Victor which have earned them an enviable reputation. Like so many other of the foremost recording and broadcasting orchestras, they use Conn exclusively.

HARRY DENNY'S NOTRE DAME COLLEGIANS, now ensconced in Tan's and other European countries, have established a reputation as a leading popular orchestra through their regular broadcasting on station WWAC. The band is completely equipped with Conn.
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THE SUPREME MUSICAL INSTRUMENT

Inspiration was the earliest mission of the organ. Skillful builders gave it a sonorous majesty of tone befitting the dignity and reverence of great cathedrals. Others, following after, gave it a wider range. They added lighter and more delicate tones. They endowed it with the powers of great symphonic orchestras, made of it many instruments in one, able to render lofty melody or solemn recession with equal grace and fluency. Because of these qualities the organ today is esteemed not only in the house of worship but wherever people gather for fellowship and the delights of music. In the home, the theatre, the concert hall, the club and the hotel, it holds a place unrivalled by any other instrument.

Confidence in the organ builder is the first step toward selecting a pipe organ for any purpose. Each Estey Pipe Organ is designed and built for its place and its use by a house which has been making organs for seventy-five years.
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"Universal Pitch---A-Four-Forty"

Y OU have asked me to write on the pitch question, now that this subject has been opened again for discussion. I will endeavor to state my views, not as a theory but more as a matter of personal experience, in the hope that they may help in the final settlement. Please overlook an apparent over-intention of the personal pronoun, for there is no intention of making the ego prominent.

The heading given in the article would have been devised malapropos a decade or two ago, but through the gradual adoption of the pitch of A 440 by various musical organizations, associations, leading piano and organ builders, etc., throughout the past few years, we cannot help but feel that A 440 is now really a "universal pitch." It simply remains for the Piano Tuners' Association to adopt A 440 by popular vote, a vote which it is hoped will be unanimous.

When I was invited by the president of the Piano Tuners' Association, Mr. Charles Henschel, and Mr. F. C. Miller, to attend the Tuners' Conference in Chicago on March 10, 1905, which was called to discuss and, if possible, adopt a standard pitch and submit it to the United States Government for adoption, I was surprised to learn that many members of the Piano Tuners' Association did not know that A 440 at 44-60 vibrations per second had already been adopted by the United States Government (after the government had learned of its serious mistake in adopting A 433 some years previously).

At this meeting there was a general feeling that if the Piano Tuners' Association would adopt A 440, the pitch of the wind instruments of the orchestra would have to follow. And there would be a demand[ing] the right thing, but if they adopted any pitch higher than A 433 it might be a dangerous experiment. Some of the members thought that if the pitch A 440 were adopted, it must be an imperative to go higher and higher later on, possibly to A 445. A 446, or 450. One member stated that the Boston Symphony Orchestra had been using A 445, but following the upward tendency of pitch had left A 440 and is now using A 446. It is on this phase of the pitch question that I would dwell, having manufactured musical instruments pitched in order for leading musicians in almost all of the musical centers of the world during the past thirty years or more. This unique experience recirculated a keen interest in the pitch question, and at a time when that question was in a state of evolution.

In advocating the universal adoption of A 440, pitch throughout the last quarter of a century, I have done so with but one purpose in mind, namely, to bring order out of chaos in the interest of good music. And you may be assured that I did urge adoption until I had made very careful, personal laboratory investigation of the various pitches used today for all time to come. But, as a matter of fact, the temperature was too low for American instruments; a higher temperature would throw the woodwind instruments and pipe organs much higher—to about A 440 in normal temperature. It seems to us not uninteresting at all the tinkering and experimenting with the pitch question, there has been no serious change among the better class of European musicians for more than a hundred years.

In the mix-up of high and low pitch experiments during the past century, it is interesting to note that only three different kinds of pitch have been considered seriously: the old, the new standard A 433 (440), and the new pitch A 440, and all the others were special. But, though it all, it is interesting to notice a tendency in sort of tacit understanding among the better class of musicians and the manufacturers of wind instruments as a matter of business to stick to a more or less uniform pitch. It was this tendency toward uniformity which made possible the modern orchestras of mixed nationalities, and this pitch today is nothing more or less than the old "Schott und Stumpf Standard A 440," established in Germany in 1834 after the death of Beethoven.

Of course we had the old, high pitch in America for many years—A 445 to A 446 about a half-tone higher than A 440. It became popular in about 1890. Even the Thomas Orchestra played in this high pitch for some years, but somehow or other it wouldn't stick. So finally we went back to the old German low pitch, and have remained there ever since.

Many of the musicians deny this claim that the A 440 pitch is better, but it is our opinion that anyone tinkering with A 440 pitch in the future will not be able to go either higher or lower, as some of the theorists and non-commercial people think can be done. If you want to know just how little these writers know about the real basis of tone, simply ask them to explain why it is that every third or fourth interval in the major and minor scales has to be a semi-tone. Of the "skilly" of the whole thing, and sentiments in the words. It is true that the questions, then see them for what they are, and consider the subject. If pianos are afraid of the signs of a half step of a semi-tone higher on pianos--from A 445 (C437) to A 440 (C 435)—let them consider these old days when pianos were tuned about a semi-tone higher than A 445. The actual stress on the strings did not give much trouble.

For some years A 445 was the official pitch of the American Federation of Musicians, the largest organized body of musicians in the world, and also the pitch generally used by pipe organ and piano builders. The fact re-
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ABOUT THE WASHINGTON ORGANIZERS

By IRENE JUNO

The real piano pitch (and there are many of them) is the real salt of the earth. What would music or musicians or civilization itself do without it? First of all, he should be a man of long experience, a great artist, an attracted personality. He would be able to bring into his art a whole of culture, and respect for music and freedom from a conception of music, and respect for the composer's intention, and respect for the audience. The great pianist would not be afraid of repeats, or any other necessity of the moment.

The man makes one big mistake, though, in his conduct. He always looks up to the people, and he should look up to them, for he is just as much of a musician as the audience, and perhaps more than they. Mind you, I am now speaking for the people, who has mastered his art and can "simplify the real equal temperament."

Arthur Gibson

Eaton Bay Page

ARCHER GIBSON

"Tell us, "I implored, "old comedienne, why?""

"With thumb on the string of his key, he presented his fingers lightly together to tip--a characteristic pose of his, I believe, especially among the audience. The audience would--or, rather, their audience would--would--would--would--would--would--would--would--would--would--would--would--would--would--would--would--would--would--would--would--would--would--would--would--would--would--would--would--would--would--would--would--would--would--would--would--would--would--would--would--would--would--would--would--would--would--would--would--would--would--would--would--would--would--would--would--would--would--would--would--would--would--would--would--would--would--would--would--would--would--would--would--would--would--would--would--would--would--would--would--would--would--would--would--would--would--would--would--would--would--would--would--would--would--would--would--would--would--would--would--would--would--would--would--would--would--would--would--would--would--would--would--would--would--would--would--would--would--would--would--would--would--would--would--would--would--would--would--would--would--would--would--would--would--would--would--would--would--would--would--would--would--would--would--would--would--would--would--would--would--would--would--would--would--would--would--would--would--would--would--would--would--would--would--would--would--would--would--would--would--would--would--would--would--would--would--would--would--would--would--would--would--would--would--would--would--would--would--would--would--would--would--would--would--would--would--would--would--would--would--would--would--would--would--would--would--would--would--would--would--would--would--would--would--would--would--would--would--would--would--would--would--would--would--would--would--would--would--would--would--would--would--would--would--would--would--would--would--would--would--would--would--would--would--would--would--would--would--would--would--would--would--would--would--would--would--would--would--would--would--would--would--would--would--would--would--would--would--would--would--would--would--would--would--would--would--would--would--would--would--would--would--would--would--would--would--would--would--would--would--would--would--would--would--would--would--would--would--would--would--would--would--would--would--would--would--would--would--would--would--would--would--would--would--would--would--woul..."
The Photoplay Organist and Pianist

By L. G. DEL CASTILLO

The analogies but contrasting type of short concert selections, operatic excerpts, etc., will be included with the Photoplay Organist program to underscore the musical value of the piano and the organ in the modern concert hall.

Adapting the Publisher's Sheet

In this case we have been able to give a complete view of the piece as it is written in the publisher's sheet. The melody is in the piano part, and the harmony is in the organ part. The arrangement is very effective, and the music is well suited for concert use.
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The Elevator Shaft

DENNY TEMPLE SAYS:

"I always thought the Radio would do some harm yet, the Lord knows I nearly died listen-
ing to some of the Concerts my own self, and now I see where it's killed a man. He was walking along 32nd St. in New York, and a Radio set fell out of a stuff window and hit him on the head."

A lot of people think the trouble with the radio is getting people to broadcast. I see where in England they finally passed a bill where you can't make Photographic Records by taking 'em off the air, which was why a lot of Artits wouldn't broadcast because they were afraid of somebody doing it, if you can tell what I mean.

But you take it from me, the trouble isn't in getting people to give their services, it's in keeping 'em from doing it. That's what our Congress needs to pass a law about.

JST the same, Americans is coming right along musically. Now we get a Boston girl, Madeline Keiley, you might think she was Scotch but she ain't, who has finally made a big success in Paris. Last year she was a hit in Hong and Monte Carlo, but they didn't get such a grade against the Valkyrie there.

But in Paris they have a few less hands around, 'cause lately in American singers, so they was kind of from Missouri, but this Keiley girl certainly put it over good. And here in New York I see where a Delektive, and who do you expect to be any dumber than a delektive, was trading some Counterpoints, whose passing was ushering a Goodfolk Song.

As he listened to it he got his knees along and kicked it himself and let him in the Goodfolk Song, and the Works. Not only to show that you never contain a Musical Edification will come in handy.

As Gen. Ulysses S. Grant to the battle at Gettysburg River: "You may be able to say a Sagittar, but you can never kill a Whack.
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A postal card will bring you our complete orchestra catalog in which are listed the services of over 200 photoplay numbers of instrumental merit, each priced at 40 cents for small orchestra and 60 cents for full orchestra. No other catalog offers such great value at such low prices. The theme arrangements are convincing and the catalog is free for the asking.
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IT'S FLYING HIGH

This Bigelow March swings along higher and higher in the favor of musicians and the music-loving public. If you are not playing it, sooner or later you will be, because it is designed to share honors with the famous “National Emblem” and “Our Director.”

There is no question that you are already playing some of these numbers—and you have no guarantee as to where the rest are just as good.

You can make no mistakes in ordering one or more of these.

MONEY-BACK GUARANTEE

Marches, which may differ from the tid, as with the accompanying that you have not given. Make a thorough check to make certain it is all right and you will be under no obligation to return it. We will replace it.

Send for Booklet

IT'S FREE!

The Wind-Up Player can be obtained at $1.50 each.

BAND, 40c. net

ORCH. 5c. for Piano, 6c. net

WALTER JACOBS’, STANDARD MARCHES

Army Folks (6/8) • Hail,

Fighting Tanks (4/4) • Capt.

Heroes of the Air (4/4) • Clark

Magnificent (4/4) • Capt.

National Emblem (4/4) • Capt.

N-9 (6/8) • Hail,

On the Western Front (4/4) • Bigelow

Our Director (6/8) • Bigelow

Over the Top (6/8) • Capt.

Flower (4/4) • Capt.

Soul of the Nation (4/4) • Hail

Square and Compass (4/4) • Capt.

Young Veterans (4/4) • France

IT'S FLYING HIGH

by LLOYD G. SEL CASTELLO
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An Attractive Suite

A Love Episode

By THEO. BENDIX
Birdland

FOR PIANO

A love song

The Gentle Dove

(a love song)

The Heartbroken Sparrow

(a pathetic appeal)

The Merry Lark

(a joyous flight)

The Magpie and the Parrot

(a quarrelsome humour)

Complete, 50¢ net

ORCHESTRA AND BAND ARRANGEMENTS

Orchestra $3.25, Piano, 75¢ net

Band

Walter Jacobs, Inc., Boston

Lost!

A BLUE NOTE

Stop hunting for the notes you want—let Jack Snell show you how to hit them the first time. It's all in knowing the principles of improvising. The Snell Improvising System teaches you instrumental harmony, our training, chords and scale sequence, arranging and writing parts.

The Snell course is a standard, legitimate course in music and harmony designed especially for the dance musician. It is easy to learn and so taught that it is impossible to make a mistake. It is distributed in all sections of the country.

You will order a money back guarantee that assures your complete satisfaction with the course. The price is reasonable and the lessons are practical.

What is your instrument? Let us send you a red host card written out and addressed especially for your instrument and full information about the Snell Improvising System.

NEILL IMPROVISATION SYSTEM

Registration Office

212 S. WARREN AVENUE

CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

MOUNT LOGAN SCHOOL OF SIGHT READING

Music

Ben H. O'Connell, Ohio. What makes a good sight-singing teacher? Find out how, by just a glance at the name of his school. Guest writer.

Improvisations

Passing Comment—Editorial and Otherwise—on Topics of Current Interest to all Those Who are Interested in Music

WE notice with interest that the Hammond Organ, manufactured by the Hammond Organ Co., has announced the perfection of a new type of device known as a "bell pedal." The device is capable of producing any kind of tone, and can be used in connection with any other instrument.
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SIX SUPERIOR SUITES

of Especial Value to Photoplay Organists and Pianists

DEMENTIA AMERICANA
A SUPER-SYNCPATIZED SUITE
By GEORGE L. COBB
Excellent for cabinet scenes, situations implying restless hurry, and situations typical of the modern American advanced jazz influence.

THREE SKETCHES FROM OLD MEXICO
By Caly C. Kennay

No. 1 THE FLOWER GIRL
No. 2 IN THE FLOATING GARDEN
No. 3 SERENADE
For Mexican or Spanish scenes, romantic or picturesque situations.

A Love Episode in Birdland
By Theo. Bendix

No. 1 THE GENTLE DOVE
No. 2 THE BROKEN-HEARTED SPARROW
No. 3 THE MERRY LARK
No. 4 THE MAGPIE AND THE PARROT
Typical of a romantic and sentimental atmosphere, suggested by the titles.

TOY TOWN TALES
By Frank E. Hamman

No. 1 INTRODUCTION
No. 2 THE TIN SOLDIERS
No. 3 DANCE OF THE DOLLS
No. 4 JACK IN THE BOX
No. 5 THE WOODEN HORSES
For romantic situations and love scenes of the sort indicated by the titles.

LOVE SCENES
By Cha. Bendix

No. 1 THE MEETING
No. 2 ROMANZE
No. 3 PERTURBATION
No. 4 BARCAROLLE
No. 5 WEDDING BELLS
Also published for band and orchestra.

A NIGHT IN INDIA
By George L. Cobb

No. 1 Twilight in Benares
No. 2 The Fakirs
No. 3 Dance of the Flower Girls
No. 4 By the Temple of Siva
No. 5 March of the Brahman Priests
Also published for orchestra.

Each Suite complete
For Piano ... ... 50c net
Published by WALTER JACOBS, Inc., BOSTON, MASS.

MELODY
for the Photoplay Musician and the Musical Home

SEPTEMBER, 1925
Volume IX, No. 9

IN THIS ISSUE
Syncopatedragtimejazzdelirium-tremens
By ARTHUR H. RACKETT
[As most interesting, not to say frisky, discussion of Paul Whiteman and modern American music]

MUSIC
"LOVEY-DOVEY" (Intermezzo by Robert A. Hellard)
"MOUNTAIN LAUREL" (Waltz by Thos. S. Allen)
"LOVE IN A TOY SHOP" (Novelette by Norman Leigh)
"TEETOTUM" (March by Arthur C. Morse)

Published by WALTER JACOBS, Inc., BOSTON, MASS.

15 cents
$1.50 per year
Canada 10c per copy